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Discussing the future of MASNDiscussing the future of MASNDiscussing the future of MASN

ProgramProgram

Sunday
Austrian Latin- American Institute 
Schlickgasse 1 | 1090 Vienna | room VII

open end

10.00 am PANEL IV ‘Conclusions’
overall discussion; general conclusions; visions; future events

Changes | Additional workshops: 



Friday
Department of social and cultural anthropology 
Universitätsstrasse 7 | 1010 Vienna | 4th floor | HS A

Saturday
Austrian Latin- American Institute  
Schlickgasse 1 | 1090 Vienna | room VII and room VIII

form 12.00 pm Information Desk 

4.30 pm ‘Welcome Gathering’ 
getting to know each other, presentations about some other student activities 
at the department; tea and coffee 

5.30 pm Official Opening of the MASN Coordination Meeting 2009

5.45 pm PANEL I ‘The new era of MASN’
what is MASN? what we what it to be?;  the ‘Bologna System’ and MASN; 
growing big- expanding the network; global vs. local- MASN on different levels

8.00 pm Dinner at Cafe Mercur

10.00 am  PANEL II ‘MASN in Action’ 
disussion about MASN activites, future conferences; new MASN projects

 Workshop 1: MASN and Partners
cooperation with EASA and other scientific institutions; MASN’s independency

 Workshop 2: MASN in Print
our own journal; regular publication and distribution; form and content

 Workshop 3: MASN and the Money
funding; supporters; advertisements; do we need money, where do we get it?  

 Workshop 4: MASN Ethics
ethical guidelines; having one voice; commenting on new and issues 

 Workshop 5: MASN promoting Anthropology
speaking with one voice; wishes, aims, goals, towards the discipline

1.00 pm  Break (switching from room VII to room VIII)

2.00 pm  Morning Plenum 
overall discussion of panel II; presentation and discussion of the workshops

3.00 pm  PANEL III ‘Structuring MASN’ 
structure of the network in general; non heretical network vs. international body

 Workshop 6: MASN’s Corporate Identity
advertising the network; communication to possible sponsors

 Workshop 7: MASN as an Institution
open network vs. semi-binding rules; collective views

 Workshop 8: MASN ‘s own Alumni Network
older and younger generations; PhDs and professionals  

 Workshop 9: MASN 2.0
database; links; interaction; web; online conferences and discussions

6.00 pm  Break

6.30 pm  Evening Plenum
overall discussion of panel III; presentation and discussion of the workshops

8.00pm   Dinner at Deewan


